1:30-1:35  WELCOME
 Patrick McKenna, Chair

1:35-1:40  ROLL CALL OF THE STATES
 Will Lusk, AASHTO Program Specialist for Policy

1:40-1:45  CONSENT AGENDA
 Patrick McKenna, Chair
   • Approval of TPF Meeting Minutes from February 26, 2019

1:45-2:00  AASHTO WASHINGTON UPDATE
 Jim Tymon, AASHTO Executive Director

2:00-2:10  HUMAN TRAFFICKING
 Paula Hammond, WSP

2:10-2:25  POLICY RESOLUTIONS
 Patrick McKenna, Chair
   • Highway Trust Fund Revenue Shortfall Solution Alternatives
   • Congressional Earmarking

2:25-2:40  REAUTHORIZATION: NEW PROGRAMS
 Patrick McKenna, Chair

2:40-3:00  AASHTO CORE REAUTHORIZATION PRINCIPLES
 Patrick McKenna, Chair

3:00-4:40  TRANSPORTATION POLICY FORUM WHITE PAPER
   • Funding and Finance
   • Public Transportation
   • Freight
   • Rail Transportation
   • Connected and Automated Vehicles
   • Data Management and Analytics
   • Performance-based Management
   • Planning
   • Operations
- Project Delivery: Engineering
- Safety
- Research and Innovation
- Project Delivery: Environment
- Transportation System Security and Resilience
- New Topics: Workforce Development, Human Trafficking, Broadband

4:40-5:00  TRANSPORTATION POLICY FORUM SPECIAL MEETING: AUGUST 8-9, MINNEAPOLIS MN
Shannon Eggleston, AASHTO Program Director for Environment

5:00  ADJOURN